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ABSTRACT

This research focuses on the relationship between turn-
taking and intensity of motions (head, hand and upper
body motions).  We examine five spontaneous dialogues
conducted in Japanese, which were collected using video
and audio recording equipment, and optical motion
sensing device.  We show first that the motions appear
more in speech duration than in pause.  Next, we present
some data showing that motions of chest and hand are
more relevant to turn hold, and that motions of head do
not have a signal function for differentiating the turn
hold form the turn change.

1. INTRODUCTION
We, human beings, are communicating each other
by exchanging verbal and nonverbal information
such as facial expressions, gestures, gaze, and
intensity and pitch of voice.  The analyses of how
such various information is integrated in one
person, or interacted between a speaker and a
listener, provide insights not only for understanding
human behavior but also for developing man-
machine interfaces.  In this paper, we examine the
relation of motions to turn-taking in spontaneous
dialogue.  We first explain what kind of features
we make use of to analyze their relation to turn
taking, and then show the relevance of the intensity
of body or hand motions to the turn-taking.

2. METHOD
2.1 Materials
The data used in this study was from our
multimodal interaction database.  The database is a
collection of spontaneous dialogues which contain
audio, movie, body motion, and speech transcripts,
all synchronized along a common time scale.  In
order to capture verbal and nonverbal information
in interpersonal communication, we implemented a
system which utilized video and audio recording
equipment , and optical motion sensing device
[5][6].  In this system, two speakers are seated in
different location, and talk to each other through 29
inch monitors.  The dialogues are recorded by
analog VTRs, and then converted to digital movie
data.  The image size of a movie is 320 x 240, and

its sampling rate is 30 frames/sec.  The audio
sampling rate is 16kHz.  Motion sensing device
traces optically the markers attached on the 18
positions including head top, shoulders, elbows,
and hands, and measures 3D position for the
markers.  In this study, we used five spontaneous
dialogues which were produced by 10 different
Japanese speakers.  Speakers were all 20’s
females, and the speakers of each pair were well
known so that their talking style was very natural,
friendly, and active.

2.2 Speech
In analyzing speech data, we adopt a “unit of
utterance” (hereinafter referred as UU) which is a
unit of speech bounded by pauses longer than 6
frames (200 msec).  Since the definition of
backchannels, which are feedback utterances such
as “uh” or “yeah”, is very subjective and so
difficult to classify from other utterances, we do not
differentiate the backchannels from other
utterances.  The first author and another labeler
manually labeled UUs based on the speech signals
at 1/30 sec intervals.   Table 1 shows some basic
facts about the UUs in our data.

Table 1 Mean Duration of the UUs for each subject

UUData Length
(sec)

Sub-
ject Total

(sec)

N Mean

(ms)

SD

(ms)

SNF 155.8 143 1056. 9301 300
MOF 155.8 106 1167. 831.1
MTh 334.3 202 1621. 1406.2 600

HUF 239.7 240 965 771.7

YTF 234.1 159 1438. 11623 600

YHF 233.9 205 1107. 1019.

MTrF 191.1 183 1011 779.34 600

NIF 174.3 138 1229. 903

TOF 270 216 1216. 7925 600

KOF 193.8 151 1249. 876

(N: Number; SD: Standard Deviation)

2.3 Features of Motion
For motion, there are two kinds of data: static
(direction, position or shape) and dynamic (speed
or timing) data.  In this study, one of the dynamic
data, speed or rotating speed, in which time plays
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an important role, was analyzed.  We calculated
speed for a dominant hand, and rotating speed for a
head and a chest from the 3D positions at 1/30 sec
intervals.

Figure 1 Marker Position for motion sensing device

3. ANALYSIS RESULTS
3.1 Motions in Speech vs. Pause
In this section, we analyze the rotating speed for
head and body, and speed for hand in terms of their
relevance to speech and pause.  We compared the
means occurring during UUs with those during
pauses.  The results are shown in Figure 2.  We
can see that the means are higher in speech than in
pause for all of head, body and hand, with only
exception of YTF’s chest.  A t -test confirmed a
significant difference; t(9)=7.38, p<.01 for head,
t(9)=3.52, p<.01 for chest, and t (9)=6.39 p<.01 for
hand.

3.2 Motions in Turn Transition
In order to examine the relationship between
motions and speech more precisely, we next
examined how the rotating speed or speed changes
in association with the beginning and end of each
UUs.  For the analysis, we first classified the
beginning of all UUs into four types of turn
transition: (1) hold, (2) change, (3) overlapped
change, and (4) overlap (Figure 3).

(1) Hold (Beginning): a case in which the current
UU follows the preceding same speaker’s UU.
Speaking turns do not change.

(2) Change (Beginning): a case in which the
current UU begins after the preceding another
speaker’s UU is terminated.  Speaking turns
change without any overlapping.

(3) Overlapped change (Beginning): a case in
which the current UU begins before or just
when the preceding another speaker’s UU is
terminated.  Speaking turns change with
overlapping.

(4) Overlap (Beginning): a case in which the
current UU begins but ends before the

preceding another speaker’s UU is terminated.
Speaking turns do not change.  Backchannels
are classified into this category.

In the same way, the end of UUs were classified
into four types of turn transition:

(5) Hold (End): a case in which the current UU is
followed by the same speaker’s UU.  Speaking
turns do not change.

(6) Change (End): a case in which the current UU
is followed by another speaker’s UU after the
current UU is terminated.  Speaking turns
change without any overlapping.

(7) Overlapped change (End): a case in which the
current UU is followed by another speaker’s
UU before or just when the current UU is
terminated.  Speaking turns change with
overlapping.

(8) Overlap (End): a case in which the following
UU begins but ends before the current UU is
terminated.  Speaking turns do not change.

Figure 2 Mean Rotating Speed for Head and Chest, and
Speed for Hand during speech and pause

In this study, we focused on the cases of turn
change and hold, and left out two other cases of
overlapped change and overlap for future analysis.
For each subject, we first calculated mean rotating
speed for head and chest, and mean speed for hand
during 9 frames (300 msec) before and after each
turn transition (Figure 4).  Figure 5  shows the
results of the subject TOF.  We then calculated the
mean rotating speed and speed for turn change and
hold for all ten subjects.  Table 2 summarizes the
mean for the turn change and hold.  Table 3 shows



the results of t -test for the difference between the
turn change and hold for each subject.

Figure 3 Turn Transition Type

Figure 4 Preceding and Succeeding Duration at the Turn
Transition

Table 2 Mean and Standard Deviation for Turn Hold and
Change

Change Hold

Mean SD Mean SD

Head (rad/sec
Pre 0.34 0.09 0.37 0.07Begin

Suc 0.52 0.12 0.47 0.13

Pre 0.47 0.14 0.45 0.12End

Suc 0.32 0.12 0.37 0.08

Chest (rad/sec
Pre 0.12 0.03 0.19 0.13Begin

Suc 0.16 0.04 0.19 0.08

Pre 0.16 0.05 0.18 0.1End

Suc 0.14 0.06 0.20 0.10

Hand (mm/sec
Pre 30.2 12.7 67.7 40.8Begin

Suc 50.8 26.9 89.6 50.6

Pre 56.1 26.2 61.9 30.5End

Suc 44.9 18.6 68.6 28.3
(Pre: Preceding 9 frames; Suc: Succeeding 9 frames)

Table 3 Results of t-test for Change and Hold

t-test for Change and Hold
Head

Pre n.s.Beginning
Suc n.s.
Pre n.s.End
Suc Change < Hold†

Chest
Pre Change < Hold*Beginning
Suc Change < Hold†
Pre n.s.End
Suc Change < Hold*

Hand
Pre Change < Hold**Beginning
Suc Change < Hold**
Pre n.s.End
Suc Change < Hold**

(Pre: Preceding 9 frames; Suc: Succeeding 9 frames
**:p<.01; *:p<.05; †:.05<p<.10; n.s.: not significant)

     Let us see first the chest at the beginning of
turn transition.  The mean rotating speed for turn
hold is higher in preceding duration than that for
turn change.  At the end, on the other hand, the
mean for turn hold is higher than that for turn
change in the succeeding duration.  Next, looking
at the hand, we see that the mean for turn hold is
higher in the preceding and succeeding duration at
the beginning, as well as in the succeeding duration
at the end.  In the previous section we show that
motions of head, chest, and hand appear more in
speech (UU) duration than in pause.  However, our
results would suggest that the chest and hand keep
moving even after UU duration, until the next UU
begins.  Since the mean for hand is higher even in
the preceding duration at the beginning, hand might
be more relative to turn hold than chest.

     Now let us shift our attention to the turn
change.  Although its mean for the chest is lower
in the preceding duration at the beginning and in
the succeeding at the end than that for turn hold,
there is no significant difference in the succeeding
at the beginning and in the preceding at the end.
This fact would suggest that the motions of the
chest are terminated immediately after the UU is
terminated, and that their motions restart at the
beginning of a new UU.

     Lastly, looking at the head, we notice that the
motion pattern is different from patterns for chest
and hand.  At the end, the mean rotating speed is
slightly higher for turn hold than that for change in
the succeeding duration.  However, in the
preceding and succeeding duration at the
beginning, and in the preceding duration at the end,
there is no significant difference between turn



change and hold.  Our results would suggest that
head motions might be slightly faster for turn hold
than for change in the succeeding duration at the
end of UU, but that head motions could not have a
signal function of differentiating the turn change
from the turn hold.

     From these results, we can conclude that the
faster motions of chest and hand in the preceding
duration at the beginning of UU, and in the
succeeding duration at the end of UU would be a
signal for turn hold; and that the head motions,
which occur in the succeeding duration at the end,
cannot be a signal for differentiating the turn hold
from the turn change.

4. Conclusion
We examined five spontaneous dialogues in terms
of the relation of body motions to turn-taking.  We
analyzed the data collected with video and audio
recording equipment, and optical motion sensing
device.  It was found first that in our data the
motions appeared more in speech duration than in
pause.  Secondly, we presented that motions of
chest and hand are more relevant to turn hold than

change.  Our current concern is the head motions.
Some researchers [1][3][4] have suggested that
head nodding tend to occur at the end of turn
transition.  Not only the intensity of motions but
also the direction should be considered for a future
analysis.
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 Figure 5 Mean plot in 9 frame preceding and succeeding duration for the Subject TOF


